
Heart-shaped universal neck strap for smartphones
SKU: CMUNILACEHEART3

Wear your phone comfortably crossbody or necklace style and create your own look

COMPATIBLE WITH ANY SMARTPHONE MODEL
The phone lanyard is universal and can easily be clipped to the case of any smartphone model such as  Samsung, Apple,
Oppo, Huawei, Xiaomi and many others .

Attaching it is quick and easy: just insert the  coloured patch provided between your phone and its case so that the hook comes
out of the charging hole without preventing the power cable from being inserted.
Then simply attach the metal hook of the lanyard to keep your phone handy at all times.

YOU CHOOSE HOW TO WEAR IT
The universal lanyard for smartphones  gives you the option of wearing your phone  crossbody or like a necklace .
Choose the right length for you by adjusting it at the two ends  to a maximum length of 70 cm .
This way you can always have your device to hand to take photos, send messages, record videos or make calls.

CREATE YOUR OWN STYLE!
The lanyard is made of soft fabric and comes with a heart-shaped coloured patch.The lovely weave at the very end of the
yarn also adds a playful and trendy touch.
A comfortable and functional accessory perfect for creating a unique style.

KEY FEATURES:

Universal lanyard to be worn around the neck or across the body, compatible with any phone case model
Heart-shaped plastic patch to insert between the device and its case for optimal support
Adjustable length through the two ends up to a maximum of 70 cm
Material: soft fabric



Contents include:

The universal phone lanyard
The plastic patch



Heart-shaped universal neck strap for smartphones
SKU: CMUNILACEHEART3

Technical data
Color: pink  
EAN: 8018417426421  
SKU: CMUNILACEHEART3  
Weight: 20 g  
Coupling mode: Clip  
Material: Fabric  
Suited for: Smartphone  

Logistics data
Depth Pack: 20 mm  
Width Pack: 110 mm  
Depth Inner: 170 mm  
Height Pack: 140 mm  
Weight Pack: 50 g  
Width Inner: 120 mm  
Amount Inner: 6  
Depth Master: 450 mm  
Height Inner: 120 mm  
Weight Inner: 335 g  
Width Master: 370 mm  
Amount Master: 96  
Height Master: 270 mm  
Weight Master: 6000 g  
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